Patterned tidy
LEVEL O F D IFF I CU LT Y 3
S IZ E
55cm × 42cm (213/4in × 161/2in)
M AT ER I ALS
Fabric A (QTW1700-RED), 1m (391/4in)
Fabric B (QTW2200-BLUSH), 50cm (193/4in)
Fabric C (QTW1800-RED), 25cm (93/4in)
Volume fleece, single-sided iron-on,
45cm (173/4in)
Fleece interfacing, 40cm (153/4in)
Velvet ribbon, 1.5cm (1/2in) wide, matching
colour, 70cm (271/2in)
White sewing thread, e.g. Coats Cotton
number 50, colour 2716
Elastic, 5mm (1/4in) wide

PATT E RN P I EC ES

Large button, matching colour
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NOT ON THE PATTERN SHEET:
Tidy outer side
Tidy inner side
Pocket, large
Pocket, small
Volume fleece for outer side
Fleece interfacing for large pocket
Fleece interfacing for small pocket

S EAM ALLOWANCES
1cm (1/2in) seam allowances included.

S E W I N G I N STRU C T I O N S
Cut out all the pieces according to the instructions
and reinforce as instructed with volume fleece or
fleece interfacing.
N.B. When cutting the pieces from fabric A, make
sure that the centre of each piece sits on the same
lengthways stripe. Then the stripes on the pieces
will match up exactly when sewn together later.
Tack together the outer and inner sides of the tidy,
right sides together, and sew together so that the
top short side is closed up 2.5cm (1in) away from
the edge all along. Iron the seam allowances flat
and turn the tidy right side out. Iron the top seam
allowances inside.
Tack together the pocket pieces for the large
pocket, right sides together. Sew together the
pocket on three sides, leaving one long side
open. Iron the seam allowances flat. Turn out
and iron. Neaten together the bottom raw edge
using zigzag stitch.

92cm × 47cm (361/4in × 181/2in)
92cm × 47cm (361/4in × 181/2in)
25cm × 42cm (93/4in × 161/2in)
18cm × 38cm (7in × 15in)
90cm × 45cm (351/2in × 173/4in)
23cm × 40cm (9in × 153/4in)
16cm × 36cm (61/4in × 141/4in)

Fold the trim of the small pocket inside by 2.5cm
(1in), turn up the seam allowance by 1cm (1/2in)
and topstitch close to the edge from the right side.
Turn up the remaining seam allowances and iron.
Tack the small pocket to the large pocket, 1.2cm
(1/2in) from the bottom, raw edge of the large
pocket and 2cm (3/4in) away from each side. Stitch
the small pocket in place close to the edge. Work
out the size of the pocket compartments for the
small pocket and sew dividing seams.
Ironed pleats for the large pocket: fold the seam
allowance to the wrong side at the bottom edge
of the large pocket and iron. Iron the right and
left pocket sides 2cm (3/4in) to the inside and 1cm
(1/2in) to the outside. Secure the ironed pleats with
pins.
Fold up the bottom edge of the tidy (fabric B is on
the inside), having measured 33cm (13in) from
the fold line, and pin in place.
Place the pocket element with the folded-in and
pinned and ironed pleats in the centre of the
folded-down part of the tidy.

1 × fabric A, iron-on volume fleece
1 × fabric B
2 × fabric C, reinforce one piece with fleece interfacing
1 × fabric A, reinforce with fleece interfacing
1 × fabric A
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Tack the side seams in place and sew close to the
edge, so that in the second step, the bottom edge
of the pocket element can also be sewn in place
close to the edge, flat and with the ironed pleats
on top of one another.
Fold the tidy down again at the fold line, this time
with fabric A inside. Tack the edges lying on top
of one another and sew together. Turn the tidy
right side out.
Fold three equal-sized pieces of velvet ribbon into
loops approximately 5cm (2in) long. Pin into the
open, top edge of the tidy. Tack the edge and sew
together close to the edge.
Turn up the excess seam allowances at the top
part of the tidy towards the centre and sew in
place close to the edge.
Sew little loops of velvet ribbon to the middle of
the pocket using fine zigzag stitch. Sew on a loop
of elastic and a suitable button to close the tidy.
You can also hang the tidy between the
mattress and the bed, which avoids the need
for a loop for hanging.
If you want to, you can also attach a hook-andloop fastening to the reverse of the top edge,
so that the tidy can be secured around a metal
frame, as shown here.
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